Personality is:
SWEET

AFFECTIONATE

FINAL TRAINING REPORT
NAME: Apollo

(JP1)

22 JULY 2016

BREED: Comfort Retriever
AGE: 5 months
OVERALL BEHAVIOR: Apollo (JP1) is the perfect date to your
movie night at home but he loves playing with toys too. He melts
the hearts of everyone he meets.
COMMANDS
SIT
DOWN
STAND
CRATE
TOUCH
HEEL

CONSISTENCY

(ON SCALE OF 1 TO 5)

COMMENTS
Apollo sometimes melts into a down
but otherwise sits nicely.

This is his “go-to” position.
Apollo has improved but he
prefers to sit or down.

Apollo is usually good about getting
in & behaving quietly.

He just likes to lick each time.
Apollo sometimes is goofy; Overall
does well both on & off leash.

Apollo is great with come. He is

COME

more than happy to recall from a

stay command or when playing off
leash!

COMMANDS

CONSISTENCY

(ON SCALE OF 1 TO 5)

PLACE
STAY

LEAVE - IT
LOOK
GO POTTY

COMMENTS
Apollo likes this cue because he is
encouraged to down.

Apollo has improved greatly with all
of his obedience stays.

Doing rather well with this cue but
sometimes needs reminder.

Apollo is improving everyday!
Apollo seems to be better

understanding what is being asked.
Apollo clearly understands the

meaning of this & will return to the

NO

handler for direction

Apollo has shown clear

understanding of this marker

YES

which lets him know when he has
done a good job

POTTY TRAINING:

Apollo hasn’t had any new accidents and is
doing very well!

CRATE TRAINING:

Although Apollo doesn’t care
for the crate, he will go in

and is usually quiet the entire
time (with or without visual
of his people). He has

improved a lot when it

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

Apollo is a joy to have in the home. He

does play a little rough with toys, so

stronger ones would last longer, but he

loves people and is a great little shadow to
have.

comes to entering the crate.

